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Game Glide Instructions for Use
1. Complete the field dressing of your harvested animal and then lay it on its side.
2. Attach your existing rope style drag (not included) to the animal. It is best to tie the animal’s front legs onto its neck
with the drag.
a. NOTE: The existing rope drag is indicated with an
images.

in the

b. NOTE: The Game Glide is to be used WITH your existing rope drag,
not in place of it.
3. Completely unfold the Game Glide and its strings.
4. Lay the Game Glide on the ground along the back of your animal. The logos
should be visible, facing up.
a. NOTE: Be sure to keep the red string near the neck of the animal and the
orange strings near the stomach.
b. NOTE: In the images, the red string is indicated with a ‘1’ and
the orange strings are indicated with ‘2’ and ‘3’.
5. Roll the animal over onto its other side and onto the Game Glide. Make
sure that the Game Glide is between the hide of the animal and the
ground, covering the majority of the bottom of the hide.
6.

Firmly, tie the Red Rope (‘1’) around the animal’s neck.

7. Firmly, tie the Orange Ropes (‘2’ and ‘3’) around the animal’s stomach
area.
NOTE: An easy key for remembering where the red rope is to be
positioned is: “Red = Neck”.
Now, you are ready to ‘Glide’!
“Don’t pull harder, hunt smarter!”™
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Recycle: The Tough&Slick™ sheet material of the Game Glide is
recyclable. When you have completed using the Game Glide, please
dispose of the ropes and recycle the Tough&Slick plastic sheet.
Disclaimer: The Game Glide is made for single-use in standard hunting field conditions,
not for extreme terrain (such as gravel roads, extreme sharp rock/brush conditions, or
hard road surfaces), Use in extreme conditions may reduce the life or seriously damage your unit..
GrandView Solutions LLC., is not responsible for damage done to the Game Glide by the purchaser when such damage is deemed to be caused by
misuse, abuse, or especially by not following the guidelines or directions exactly as they are written. Our products will perform as advertised as
long as they are used correctly and as directed. We will stand behind our product when it is used as instructed within the guidelines of how to
properly and safely use our products.
Physician’s Warning: The Game Glide is a device that is designed to lower drag coefficients. It is not intended to entirely prevent muscular or
cardiovascular strain, which may result in serious injury or death.

